Shabbat Evening Service
Friday, December 30, 2022  7 Tevet 5783
Torah Portion: Vayigash
Shamashim: Barbara Reid, Jerry Calderon, and Linda Lynn

Shabbat Mishkan Service
Saturday, December 31, 2022  7 Tevet 5783
Torah Portion: Vayigash 45:8-10

Supplemental Material
Please follow along using the Mishkan T'filah online and the supplemental material below.

Oseh Shalom (B. Reinstein)
Shalom, shalom, shalom, shalom
shalom, shalom, shalom, shalom
Oseh shalom bimromav, hu ya’aseh shalom aleinu
val kol Yisrael, val kol yoshvei teivel

L’chu N’ran-nah (K. Chasen) p. 12 [130]
L’chu n’ran-nah, l’Adonai, nariah l’tzur yisheinu.
Let us sing out to God, the Maker of all, sure and strong.
Let all of creation from mountain to sea hear our song.
For all of the wonder in all of God’s light we rejoice.
So, now let us listen with all of our hearts to hear God’s voice.

Shiru l’Adonai kol ha’aretz, shiru l’Adonai shir chadash.
Sing unto God all the earth a new song,
I will sing unto God a new song.
Sing unto God and we’ll all sing along,
All the earth a new song unto God.

Lcha Dodi: (A. Bensoussan) p. 20
Barchu: (N. Aronson) p. 146
Mi Chamocha: (E. Arian) p. 152

Hashkiveinu / Shelter Us (Ma Tovu) p. 42 [160]
Hashkiveinu Adonai Eloheinu l’shalom, l’shalom
V’ha’amideinu Malkeinu l’chaim.
Ufros aleinu sukat sh’lomecha
Ufros aleinu sukat sh’lomecha, Amen.
Shelter us beneath Your wings, O Adonai.
Guard us from all harmful things, O Adonai.
Keep us safe throughout the night,
'Til we wake with morning's light.
Teach us, God, wrong from right. Amen.

**Adonai S'fatai:** (H. Tiferet)
**Meditation: R'tzei** (S. Richards)

**Nachamu**
Dabru al-lev y'rushalem. V'kiru aley'ha
Ki mala tz'vaha. Ki nirtzah avonah
Ki lak'cha m'yad, m'yad hashem
Kiflayim b'khol khatote'ha. Nachamu, nachamu ami
Nachamu, nachamu yo'mar elohe'chem
Kol korei b'midbar. Panu derech hashem
Yashru ba'arava. M'sila l'elokenu
Nachamu, ami. Nachamu, nachamu ami
Nachamu, nachamu yo'mar elohe'chem

**Auld Lang Syne**
I’d like to think that peace will come
And darkness will subside
We’ll make it through another year
I'm clinging to the light

I'm clinging to the light my dear
I'm clinging to the light
Pass me a cup of kindness yeah
I'll drink it down tonight

Let all the chaos be forgot
To my loved ones I'll hold tight
I mourn the days I let waste away
It's a gift to be alive

I'm clinging to the light my dear
I'm clinging to the light
Pass me a cup of kindness yeah
I'll drink it down tonight

If looking at another year
You're filled with dread and fright
Remember that you're not alone
I'm clinging to the light
For auld Lang syne my dear
For auld Lang syne
For all the days that slip away
What a gift to be alive.

*Composers of musical settings in parentheses*
This Shabbat we remember these loved ones who have died within the past 30 days:

Sandra Dickerman, mother of Ron Dickerman
Richard Feldstein, husband of Judy Feldstein
Sander Flaum, father of Pamela Weinberg and Jonathan Flaum
Paul Lewis, husband of Vivian Lewis and father of Ray Lewis and Malia Lewis
Rona Licht, mother of Evan Licht
Stephen London, father of Andrea London
Arthur Yehuda Okun, father of Stacy Mindich
Peter Pretsfelder, husband of Nancy Pretsfelder and father of Loren Pretsfelder
Kenneth Allen Rosen, father of Jodisue Rosen
Daniela Rubinstein
Sara Sellinger, mother of Stephanie Rothschild and grandmother of Jesse Rothschild
Monroe Firestone, husband of Marsha Firestone and father of Daren Firestone

Yahrzeit
Zichronam Livracha
May their memories be a blessing

Harry Ackerman
Joel Alpert
Lillian Falk Altshuler
Janet Bailin
Matthew Barbach
Bertram Behrens
Robert Berglas
Susan Cara-Madden
Dominick Ciccone
Joseph Dorf
Ellen Einhorn
Max Elghanayan
Janet Fisher
Jewel Glatzer
Mark Glatzer
Monica Gollub
Diana Gould
Morton Gruber
Lysa Hochman
Mary Indyk
Louise Jacobs-Mullen
David Kahn
Bernard Kaminsky
Edith Karlin
Gerald Kass
David Klimerman

William Ralph Komaroff
Louis Kornman
Dorothy Kreiser
Frank Kreiser
Fred Kriegel
Jay Landau
David Langerman
Helen Levy
Arlene Lipton
Norman Lowenstein
Joan Marks
Ruth Marx
Ira Mason
Edith Marks Meitus
Florence Mosner
Sidney Moss
Irving Nelson
Cecelia Ostroff
Jean Paper
Joel Portnoff
Laura Ratner
Ida Sarah Reich
Rosalind Roberts
Leighton Rosenthal
Estelle Rothenberg

Burton Rubin
Jed David Satow
Lorraine Schneidman
Sidney Sylvester Schupper
Lilly Schwartz
David Segal
Sidney Joelson Segal
Arthur Shapiro
Beatrice Shaw
Robert Shaw
Aarne Siben
Beatrice Sitomer
Melvin Sloan
Herbert Spielman
Carl Stitzer
Murray Thaler
Arnold Tranef
Fanny Unrode
Ruth Vogel
Samuel Wasserman
Louis Weiner
Frank Wexler
Richard Yablon
Jennie Zarachoff
For information on our varied programs, please contact:

- **Director of Youth and Family Education**
  Rabbi Rebecca Rosenthal

- **Director of Congregational Engagement**
  Rabbi Nicole Auerbach

- **Director of Adult Education**
  Rabbi Sarah Berman

- **Director of Social Justice Organizing and Education**
  Rabbi Hilly Haber

- **Director of Center for Exploring Judaism**
  Rabbi Lisa Rubin

- **Rabbi, Center for Exploring Judaism**
  Rabbi April Davis

**Livestreaming Consent:** Central Synagogue livestreams all of its services on our website, as well as Friday night and holiday services on the Jewish Broadcasting Service (JBS). Any person present at Central Synagogue during these times gives consent to being filmed.

**PEARLS Hearing Loop System:** Our hearing loop system was generously donated by Mindy and Jon Gray and their family in honor of Pearl Basser. Please note, the t-coil setting in hearing aids have to be activated before use. Consult your audiologist to ensure t-coils are properly adjusted.

**Emergency Exits:** Once you reach an emergency exit (indicated by red the dots below), please follow the wayfinding signs which will direct you to Lexington Avenue or 55th Street.